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16.0 OBJECTIVES
After studying this unit, you should be able to:
describe the economic structure of USA
explain the recent economic developments in USA
describe foreign trade of USA
explain trends in India-USA trade
a analyse the composition of India-USA trade
' a describe India-USA trade prospects.

16.1 INTRODUCTION
T l ~ USA
e
is a federal republic. The constitution of 1787 is based on the principle of the
separation of powers between the three branches of government - the executive, the legislature and the judiciary. Each of the 50 states of the Union has a separate constitution and
tripartite division of power. USA is the world largest exporter and importer. USA is India's
largest trading partner accounting for about 22% of India's exports and 8.7% of India's
imports. In this unit, you will learn economic structure, recent economic development and
foreign bade of USA. You will further learn in detail India's trade with USA, composition of
India's exports & imports to USA and Indo-US trade Prospects.

16.2 ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF USA

-

The USA has the structure of a typical advanced economy a manufacturing base which is
shrinking relative to the services sector, and a small but very productive agricultural sector.
Although its relative size has diminished in recent years, the USA is the leading economic
power, and the size of its economy is very big. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of USA
totalled $7.6 trillion in 1996-this was 2.6 times the size of Japan's, 4.4 times the size of
Germany's and 6.9 times the size ofthe UK's. Although the volurnc of its exports and imports
exceeds that of any other country, the value of the USA's external sector as a percentage of
its GDP is comparatively low. Exports and goods and services accounted for just over 1 I per
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severe decline of the 1970s and 1980s. The US chemicals industry dominates the global
market for chemicals to a greater extent that any other US industry dominates its respective
global market; US chemicals producers make nearly 30 per cent of the world's output of
chemicals.

cent of GDP in 1996, far less than the European average of about 25 per cent. Main economic
indicators during the past years are given in Table 16.1 below:
Table 16.1: Main Economic Indicators of USA

GDP at market prices ($ billion)
Real GDP Growth (%)
Consumer price inflation (%)
Population (million)
Exports of goods fob (US $ billion)
Imports of goods fob (US'$ billion)
Source: EIU, Aug. 2000.

1997

1998

1999

8318.0
4.4
2.3
268.0
681.7
876.4

8790.0
4.4
1. 6
270.6
672.2
917.2

9299.0
4.2
2.2
273.1
685.3
1030.2

Significant deposits of virtually every major mineral are found in the USA. The USA is in the
top three world producers of several major minerals, including salt, sulphur, aluminium,
copper and gold, In 1995, the USA was the second among the world's producers ofgold,
behind only South Africa. In terms of dollar value, the minerals most important to the US
economy are iron ore, copper, gold, silver, zinc and lead.
Although the farm sector accounts for only about 3 per cent of GDP,its output is immense.
Its main products are corn (maize), soyabeans, hay, wheat, tobacco, cotton, sorghum,
potatoes, rice, oats and sugar-beet. In 1995, the USA produced 37 per cent of the world's
maize, 28% of its sorghum and 50 per cent of its soyabeans. The USA accounts for 35 per
cent of world wheat exports, 19 per cent of rice exports and 77 per cent of maize exports. The
agricultural sector has become more capital-intensive and concentrated. The traditional small
farmer has tended to be replaced by highly efficient agribusiness.

From the above table it will be observed ihat the real GDP grew by 4.4 per cent in 1997 and
the inflation rate stood at 2.3 per cent. The GDP grew by 4.2% in the year 1999 and the
inflation was 2.2% for the same period. It will also be seen that United States has been facing
deficit in its foreign trade during the above period.

Although construction accounts for only 3.9 per cent of GDP,its cyclical nature makes it very
important. Construction spending particularly residential construction, typically leads the
economy out of recession. The industry is one of the largest employers in the USA, and one
ofthe highest paid. In 1996, the sector employed 5.4 million people with a further 1.5 million
self-employed.

The USA has an exceptionaIly diverse economy and is self-sufficient in most raw materials.
Leading industries include steel, motor vehicles, aerospace, telecommunications, chemicals,
electronics and computers. In addition, the US economy is known for the mobility of its
labour and capital.

16.4 FOREIGN TRADE OF USA

16.3 RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN USA

The United States is the world largest exporter and importer. Details of its foreign trade
during the past five years are given in Table 16.2 below:

A combination of high interest rates, credit contraction by the banking system and a slump in
business confidence produced a mild recession in 1990-91. In 1992, theeconomy began to
recover largely through rapid growth in exports. The economy has remained strong every
since, particularly during the second half of 1996 and the first half of 1997. Consumer
demand has remained consistently high since 1992. This is a remarkable achievement given
the combination of slow growth in real wages and contraction in narrow money supply by
the Federal Reserve since mid- 1995. Consumer spending has been sustained by unprecedented levels of consumer lending, in particular via high-interest credit card balances.
Record levels of consumer borrowing during 1994 and 1995 have resulted in record rates of
personal bankruptcy in 1996 and 1997. Early in 1997, however, the financial sector began to
cut back on lending to consumers, although the impact of this on total demand is not yet
clear.

Table 16.2: Foreign Trade of USA

(Value: $ billion)
1995

Merohmdisc esports
575.9
Merchandise imports
719.4
208.6
Exports of services
l~nportsof services
140.4
Source: EIU Country Profile of USA, Aug 2000.

Business investment, although characteristically volatile, has also been high during the
1990s, particularly during the mid-1990s. This is impressive given real interest rates in the
USA above those in most other industrialised countries.
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The US economy has created jobs impressively over the past few years. From 1993 to 1996,
non-farm employment grew by 8 per cent. Job growth has by no means been distributed
evenly across the economy. From 1993 to 1996 employment in the services sector grew by
8,s per cent and in construction by 15.7 per cent. Over the same period, long-running
stagnation in the manufacturing sector continued as the number of workers stayed roughly
constant. Manufacturing industries which have cut significant numbers of jobs during the
past ;three years include tobacco, textiles and printing.
The USA has a number of innovative high-technology industries which remain world leaders,
such as pharmaceu~icalsand aerospace. The USA produces 42 per cent of the pharmaceuticals marketed worldwide and 70 per cent of the world's general aviation aircraft. The computer equipment, software and semi-conductor industries, pre-eminent globally throughout
t edeclining
the 1970s and 1980s, have faced gowing competition in the 1990s. ~ e s ~ ithe
importance ofmanufacturing to the US economylptofits in industry remain high. Some of the
older heavy industries, such as steel and motor vehicles, have largely recovered from the
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1996

1997

1998

612.1
803.2
221.8
148.5

681.3

673.0
91 9.1

877.3

258.3
170.5

263.7

181.1

As will be observed from the above table, exports and imports of United States kept on
increasingduring the above period. qowever, USA always faced trade deficit in its merchandise trade. Strong domestic demand and an overvalued dollar together caused the trade
deficit to grow from $36.5 billion in 1982 to $160 billion in 1987. The deficit began to come
down in the late 1980s and during the 1990-91 recession, but has since risen again. Since the
end of the 1990-9 1 recession, US demand for foreign goods has been stronger than demand
for US goods by the USA's major trading partners.
The USA is the world's largest exporter and importer of services also. As will b i seen from
Table 16.2, Trade in services has yielded the USA a healthy and growing surplus each year.
The invisibles surplus increased from $4.5 billion in 1986 to $80.1 billion in 1996. Potentially,
the USA is in a strong position to benefit from the liberalisation of services trade. Exports of
services are equivalent to almost 4 0 per cent of merchandise exports. Only about 12 per cent
of services exports come from licence fees, with the largest amounts coming from tourism and
travel.
US merchandise exports consist primarily of industriql supplies, capital goods and agricultural products. About 12 per cent of manufacturing output is shipped abroad, along with
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roughly 25 per cent of agricultural output. US merchandise trade accounts for a smaller
proportion of GDP than in most other developed economies. Jn 1996, on1y 1 1,3 per cent of
nominal US GDP was accounted for by exports of goods and services, and 12.6 per cent by
imports of goods and services. However, this is partly because the USA is the world's
largest economy, so that its domestic market is much larger than those of other countries,
while its available external market is somewhat smaller. Look at Table 16.3 which shows the
Principal items of exports & imports of USA. The principal export items are capital goods,
industrial supplies, consumer goods, automotive goods and food, feeds & beverages. The
principal import items include: capital goods, consumer goods, industrial supplies, automotive good and food, feeds & beverages.
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1)

Enumerate major commodities of exports from USA.

.............................................................................................................
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Table 16.3: Principal Commodities of Foreign Trade of USA, 1999
2)

Commodities
Principal Exports
Capital goods (excl automotive)
Industrial Supplies
Consumer goods (excl automotive)
Automotive goods
Food, feeds & beverages
Principal Imports
Capital goods(exc1automotive)
Consumer goods (excl automotive)
Industrial Supplies
Automotive goods
Food, feeds &beverages
Source: EIU, Sept. 2000.

............................................................................................................
............,...,.....I.(...................................................................................
............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................

311.4
147.0

80.8
75.8
45.5

3)
297.1

State whether the following statements are True or False.
i)

USA is the world's largest exporter and importer.

222.0

ii)

Japan is the largest trading partner of USA.

179.4

iii) USA is having trade surplus in its merchandise trade.

239.5

43.6

iv) The real GDP growth of USA was 4.2% in 1999.
v)

Table 16.4: Main Trading Partners of USA, 1999
%I

of total
23.9
12.5
8.3

5.5

EU

Main origins of imports
Canada
Japan
Mexico
China
Germany
EU
Source: EIU, Sept. 2000.

Enumerate major trading partners of USA.

Value $ billion

So far as direction of USA exports are concerned, .its major destinations according to the
figures of 1999, in order of importance are Canada, Mexico, Japan, UK, Germany and EU.
They accounted for about 76% of total exports of USA. The main origin of imports to USA
are: Canada, Japan, Mexico, China, Germany and EU. They accounted for about 75% of total
USA imports. Look at Table 16.4 which shows main trading partners of USA.

Country
Main destinations of exports
Canada
Mexico
Japan
UK
Germany

tlnitcd States or America

19.1

'

USA is the second largest exporter of services in the world.

t6.5 INDIA'S ECONOMIC REFORMS

.

Despite the fact that India is far better placed than a number of countries in the world in terms
~f a large domestic market, a broad-based industrial infrastructure, a large pool of training
manpower, impressive entrepreneurial and managerial skills, abundant supply of cheap
labour, and adequate natural resources, etc., it could not play the role of a global marketer
because of its inward-looking economic management policies pursued for decades. At a time
when world trade expanded fast, India mined its export opportunities because of its excessive emphasis on import substitution, sheltered markets and a controlled economy. The
situation did not change until 1991 when the Government took a bold decision to integrate
the Indian economy with the world economy by following a policy of liberalisation. Faced
with a precarious foreign exchange situation, adverse balance of payments and huge external
debt, the Govemment of India adopted a comprehensive p r o g m m e of macro-economic
stabilisation and structural adjustments beginning from June 1991. The programme included
far-reaching trade, fiscal, monetary and industrial policy measures with a major Ulmg on
improvement of competitive efficiency of lndian industries by utilising foreign investment
and technology to a much greater degree than in the past.
Basically, the objective of reform measures war to dismantle controls on indusny, external
trade and foreign invest men^ and to establish a climate of trust between the government and
business & industry. The focus of the new policy is more on free play of market forces
instead of State control in determining the country's future economic growth and development. Further, for the first time, the government has come out in favour of outward-oriented
trade and industrial policies where exports assume prime importances.

